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The Olympic Games can be seen as one of the few cultural events that bond, 
to a degree at least, the world's people together. They can be viewed as 'the' 
global event where, through the pursuit of sport, lasting friendships are 
forged,1 or they can be interpreted as a modern version of 'bread and circuses' 
where athletes and spectators are duped by political and commercial interests.2 

Although many sports fans consider 'politics' an unwelcome intruder in the 
Olympic Games, politics are in fact an integral part of this sporting event. The 
political dimensions of the Games are diverse and complicated. There is 
interplay and intrigue between the numerous international sport federations, 
there is also governmental interest to exploit the Games for national ends, and 
there is the International Olympic Committee (IOC) itself putting sometimes 
pressure on the national governments. 

Historically, with the Soviet Union's entry into the Olympic family in 
1951, the IOC became a Cold War arena in which the superpowers competed 
directly. In 1956, the international scene lurched from crisis to crisis that 
became mirrored in the life of the Olympic Movement itself. Despite the 
international turmoil in Eastern Europe and in the Middle East, IOC President, 
Avery Brundage, insisted that the Melbourne Olympic Games must go on/ 

Much has been written about the modern Olympic Games and even 
about the Melbourne Olympiad. These works are diverse: they range from 
compilations of records and statistics, to biographies of Olympic heroes, to 
scholarly histories — as well as sensationalistic exposes. No doubt, in 1956 
among the athletes who where arriving in Melbourne, the Hungarians initially 
drew the most attention. Some of the controversies surrounding their team's 



travel ling to and arrival in Melbourne, the ongoing anti-Soviet demonstrations 
during the Games, and the water-polo match between the Soviet and the 
Hungarian teams, became legendary and were well-publicized by the media as 
well as by the academic literature.4 

The aim of this paper is to follow a different path. Namely, this study 
would like to answer the question how Hungarian sport historians interpreted 
the facts and described the events surrounding the 1956 Melbourne Olympic 
Games — and the Hungarian team's experience — during the past 50 years. 

Politics and Sport: The 1956 Melbourne Olympics 

In the 1890s, an idealistic French nobleman, Baron Pierre de Coubertin, 
sought to adapt the concept of the ancient Olympic Games, a system of sport 
competition in ancient Greek and Roman times were staged every four years 
over a period of 1,000 years, to modern conditions. The modern Olympic 
Games began as a forum for the youth of the world to unite in peaceful 
competition through sport. The Games were to benefit the athletes, to expose 
them to people from other parts of the world, to broaden their horizons, and 
instill in youth through sport competition the "virtue" of fair play — those 
virtues that were rapidly declining in the 19th century in the eyes of Baron de 
Coubertin. 

The modern Olympic Games were not meant to be competitions 
between the countries, rather, they were to provide a setting where athletes of 
various nationalities could meet peacefully and where national sporting 
programs could be tested for enhancing national spirit and values.5 After 
World War I, however, all this began to change. Particularly in Europe, there 
was an extraordinary upsurge in the sports phenomenon and, more specially, a 
constant rise in the number of international tournaments. The universalization 
of sports — creating and accepting worldwide recognizable rules of the games, 
organizing regular international competitions in different sporting disciplines, 
and obeying a systematic formation of record keeping among the most 
important characteristics — is the remarkable feature of the post-1918 world. 
After World War II, sport took an increasingly political quality with the Cold 
War rivalry between capitalist and communist states, and the idea promoted 
by both sides, that sporting victories were evidence of a socio-political 
system's superiority. Within the world political structure numerous forces 
competed for the attention and resources of the world. The Olympic system 
was but one of those. 



In years prior to the Melbourne Olympics, East-West relations were 
manifested primarily in the German and Chinese issues. The East-Germans 
requested recognition for Olympic participation in 1953. After long 
negotiations, finally in 1955 the East Germans fulfilled all of the IOC's 
requirements and they also agreed to the concept of participation in one, joint 
German team at the 1956 Olympics. In 1955, IOC President Avery Brundage 
stated: "We have obtained in the field of sport what politicians have failed to 
achieve so far."6 The debates surrounding the East-German problem became 
even more complex in the shadow of the existing "Chinese question." In the 
Chinese case the IOC, in recognizing both Committees: the Formosan 
(Nationalist) and Mainland (Peoples' Republic of China or PRC) Committees, 
took a very different stance. Many IOC members asked the question why 
should these two committees exist as separate IOC members when there is no 
possibility for the two East and West German committees to co-exist? Finally, 
in 1954 in a close vote, 23 to 21, the IOC chose to recognize both committees. 

On the eve of the Melbourne Olympics of 1956 Soviet military units 
stationed in Hungary were called upon by Hungary's communist leaders to 
help put down a revolution that had broken out in Budapest. Soon thereafter 
the Israelis invaded Egypt and headed toward the Suez Canal. Using this as an 
excuse, British and French expeditionary forces landed in the canal zone "to 
assure the safety" of this important international waterway. These actions 
precipitated worldwide outcries and flooded the Melbourne Games with 
political agitation and tension. Avery Brundage, presiding over his first 
Olympic Games, made the following statement: "Every civilized person 
recoils in horror at the savage slaughter in Hungary but that is no reason for 
destroying the nucleus of international cooperation.... The Olympic Games are 
contests between individuals and not between nations."7 

When the Soviets intervened in Hungary, they provoked cries of 
outrage from the Western world. Immediately, the Netherlands and Spain 
withdrew from the Games. In the case of Spanish, their real reason was 
thought to be financial and the Hungarian affair simply provided them a good 
excuse. In the case of Netherlands the president of its National Olympic 
Committee criticized the IOC for saying that the Olympic ideal should prevail. 
"How can sports prevail over what has happened in Hungary?" he asked.8 

When the chancellor of IOC, Otto Mayer, learned the reports that some 
Hungarian athletes had been fighting in the streets during the crisis, and that 
most could not get out of the country for the Games, he persuaded the Swiss 
government to intercede with Hungarian authorities in the name of the IOC to 
provide safe passage to Prague, where the Czeehoslovakian government 
would provide transportation to Melbourne. This was arranged, and for Mayer 



it was a great personal triumph. Politically, after this incident the Swiss 
Olympic Committee joined Spain and the Netherlands in voicing their outrage 
and withdrawing from the Games. This was a severe blow to the IOC, for 
their headquarters were in Switzerland/' And the Suez incident, coming close 
on the heels of the Hungarian crisis, produced similar withdrawals and 
protests, this time in the Arab world. 

At the Games themselves, numerous demonstrations by Hungarian 
ex-patriots and others were staged, protesting the Soviet action; and in the 
athletic contest, incidents occurred which reflected that atmosphere. The water 
polo match between Hungary and the Soviet Union was a brutal one. A rough 
sport to begin with, the game was marred by much violence and fighting. The 
Hungarians, who had long ruled the sport, soundly trounced the Soviets 4 to 
0. 

The Melbourne Olympics were surrounded by economic and other 
problems as well — not making the IOC's position easier. First of all, the Aus-
tralian government decided to provide financial support to the Olympics only 
in 1954, and began the building of the Olympic Village and other sporting 
facilities only thereafter.10 Secondly, some of the international sport fede-
rations did not want to participate in the Melbourne Olympic Games because 
of the extremely high transportation costs to Australia. For example, the 
Equestrian Sport Federation found itself in a very strange situation: it faced 
serious difficulties regarding the Australian regulations on horse import. Since 
the issue could not be resolved, the Equestrian events took place in Stockholm 
during the same time while other Olympians competed at the Melbourne 
Olympics. The International Soccer Federation (FIFA) simply wanted to see 
the competition on the "old" instead of the "fifth continent." 

Despite all the above mentioned problems and difficulties, the 1956 
Melbourne Olympics became a success in the history of the Olympic Games. 
We also have to admit that recalling the Games' closing ceremony one can see 
a real indicator of the general reduction in political and national tensions that 
characterized so prominently the Games. Namely, the IOC living up to its 
values and ideals, changed the traditional closing ceremony, in which each 
national contingent had marched behind its own standard, to one in which a 
token 500 athletes out of the 4000 that participated in the Games marched as a 
single cavalcade, with no regard to order or country, mingling in the spirit of 
international friendship. 

Unfortunately, the tension could not be alleviated for the Hungarian 
athletes. As sport historians Endre Kaklich, Laszlo Gy. Papp, and Zoltan 
Suher pointed out: "At the closing ceremony of the Melbourne Olympics the 
Hungarian athletes and officials stood at the crossroad. Some of them, 



deceived by the horrible stories about the red terror in Budapest or acting 
under the force of the Western propaganda, did not return to Hungary."11 

The Melbourne Olympics from a Hungarian Perspective 

Taking 1895 as the beginning, at the World War II in 1945, Hungary had 
exactly half-a-century of experience in organized sport. In those fifty years 
sport had became a familiar part of the pattern of Hungarian life. Hungary had 
important victories and successes, which earned admiration all around the 
world. In 1896, Baron de Coubertin told the Hungarian member of the IOC, 
Ferenc Kemeny: "Your country's physical culture and love of sport would 
merit the honor of organizing the first Olympic Games."12 In 1979, when Lord 
Killanin, one of the most distinguished Presidents of the IOC, visited Hungary 
he declared: "I had to come to this country, admired by the whole world as a 
source of outstanding sporting achievements, where over many decades so 
many champions have been raised, and where the great love of sport is an 
example to all."13 

Following the establishment of a Communist regime in Hungary in 
the wake of World War II, sport in the country became organized on a strictly 
centralized basis. From this time on sport relations formed an important part 
of Hungarian international affairs. Sport also played a very prominent role in 
the ideological and cultural life of the newly-established socialist state. During 
the late 1940s the various Ministries and state-owned companies put their 
hands on Hungary's private sport clubs. The clubs started to receive about 
40% of their revenue from the state's budget. In 1948, the National Office of 
Physical Education and Sport (NOPES) was established, as the highest 
governmental sport organization. The President of this office was at the same 
time the President of the Hungarian Olympic Committee (HOC). The Office 
proceeded to work on the fundamental reorganization of Hungarian sport life. 
It issued a sport development plan and aided the process by which the old club 
system was replaced by a state-controlled structure. The Office also 
introduced a competition calendar, and a unified qualification and registration 
system for the athletes to compete in international events. 

Participation in the Olympic Games played an extremely important 
role in the new, "socialist" Hungary. As the state-owned periodical Nemzeti 
Sport (national sport), explained on July 16, 1948: 

Although Hungary does not want to compete with fascists (sic!) it 
does not want to interrupt the tradition of its participation in 
Olympic Games either. Especially does not at the moment, when 



Western countries make all their efforts to deepening the gulf 
between the two camps of nations. We would like to demonstrate 
the likelihood, effectiveness, and strength of our political and 
economic structure even at the Olympic Games.14 

About the 1952 Helsinki Olympics the Nemzeti Sport wrote: 

We can conclude on the development of a nation from its 
performance at an Olympic Game. That's why it is important that 
the team of the communist Soviet Union is leading the official 
table of medal winners at the Olympics and the team of the People 
Republic of Hungary recently is the third.1:1 

The outstanding results of the new socialist sporting system became 
evident at the 1952 Helsinki Olympics. Hungary won 16 gold medals at the 
Games and the Hungarian soccer team, the "Golden Team," or "Magical 
Magyars" won the Olympic Championship and went undefeated for 46 
matches between 1951 and 1955 — except in the finals of the 1954 World Cup 
in Switzerland. 

Unfortunately this success gave rise to complacency and over-
confidence that gradually pushed the Hungarian Olympic movement in a 
wrong direction. A resolution of the Communist Party in 1954 sought to help 
prevent the slide, but it was only partly successful in bringing the movement 
back on the right rails. In this context, although the Hungarian athletes worked 
hard to fulfil the requirements of the official competition calendar, meet the 
established qualification levels and "lived and worked by socialist principles," 
there was an ongoing debate among officials about participation in and goal 
settings for the Melbourne Olympics.16 

On the 29th of October, six days after the outbreak of the Revolution, 
all the athletes were placed in the Sport Hotel on Margitsziget (an island in the 
Danube and thus a somewhat isolated location) in Budapest. Everybody could 
leave the camp and had a "day of f ' to visit their relatives and friends, taking 
into consideration the turmoil of the time and the insecurity of the future. 
Since governmental organizations and Ministries were not functioning, the 
athletes did not have their papers — they had to break into one of the Ministry 
offices to get their documentation. There was no transportation available for 
them because of the ongoing general strikes. With the help of enthusiastic 
volunteer track drivers, the athletes managed to get to the Czechoslovak 
border where the neighbour country's sport officials and sportsmen helped the 
Hungarians with training facilities, outfits, and equipment. On the 3rd of 
November, Air France, the airline company with which the Hungarian 



Olympic Committee arranged the teams' transportation, announced its 
decision: it would not transport the Hungarian team. Air France officials 
claimed that there was anarchy in the country that could lead to the non-
payment for the company's services. Once again the Czechoslovaks helped out 
the Hungarian athletes with a guaranty of payment. Thus, the team was able to 
leave Prague for Melbourne on the 6lh of November. But some of the 
Hungarian athletes had set sail with Soviet athletes to Melbourne before the 
Soviet intervention had happened. News of this sparked much speculation as 
to the relations between the two groups during the voyage. Upon their arrival 
in Melbourne the athletes said, perhaps unaware of the recent events in 
Hungary, that the relationship had been devoid of any incident.17 

Despite the fact that the Hungarian team finished fourth in the 
unofficial medal winners' competition among the nations, the Melbourne 
Olympics cannot be seen as an unqualified success in Hungarian sport history. 
One of the reasons for this "unsuccessful image" one can find, of course, in the 
political context of the Games, namely the effect of the Revolution that 
completely overshadowed the 1956 Olympics; and also in the fact that many 
of the Hungarian athletes, several of them medal winners, did not return to 
Hungary after the Games. 

The Melbourne Olympics in Hungarian Historiography 

But what has been written about these Olympic Games by Hungarian sport 
scientists and sport historians? In order to analyze the written accounts in a 
systematic, empirical fashion, it is necessary to survey the historical and 
political context of the period. Historians approach the topic of their interest 
by gathering the available documentation, i.e. the evidence concerning the 
subject. Without sufficient primary and contemporary secondary sources, 
historians are unable to explain what happened and why it happened that way. 
At the same time, history is not a isolated discipline. The historian's agenda is 
set by a combination of past and present. The events and issues that mattered 
at the time being studied confront the attitudes, ideologies and hindsight of the 
historian's own day.18 

After the general overview of the Melbourne Olympics and the 
political and economic circumstances surrounding this event, it is interesting 
to analyze how these facts became interpreted in subsequent Hungarian sport 
historiography. 



In the period between 1956-1963 "silence" was the most appropriate 
approach of historians, statisticians, researchers, journalists and even 
politicians towards the dramatic events of the fall of 1956.19 Accordingly, 
stories on athletes, events, sport competitions, and even sport statistics 
completely ignored the 1956 Olympic Games and their results. Usually data 
was gathered and analyzed on the outcome of Olympic Games between 1948-
1952, and those after 1956. In their narratives sport historians generally 
provided one or two negative sentences regarding the "counter-revolutionary 
events" of 1956 and their "destructive effect" on Hungarian sports. Then they 
jumped immediately to the history of the following sporting success, event, or 
the next Olympic Games. All this cannot be blamed on the sport historians of 
the times — they just followed the "party-line" prevailing in those days. Their 
works were in line with the general discourse of the time: what was not told, 
did not exist — which was an unwritten rule of both sports reporting and 
sports scholarship in those years. 

The only contemporary source of detailed information on the 
dilemmas and problems Hungary's athletes and sport officials faced during 
and after the Melbourne Olympic Games are the issues of the above-
mentioned periodical, the Nemzeti Sport, published between 9 and 17 
December, 1956. These issues tried to describe the Hungarian athletes' 
physical and mental conditions — as well as their deliberations during their 
long journey back from Australia whether to return home or stay abroad. This 
is what we read in a reporter's account published in the December 9 issue of 
this periodical: 

To my knowledge 82 Hungarian athletes and officials left the 
Olympic Village yesterday and began their flight... back home... 
According to Australian newspapers many Australian-Hungarians 
bade farewell to the Hungarian athletes. The Olympians who re-
mained in Melbourne would help with closing the Hungarian 
house in Melbourne and would fly back only after.... 20 

In the December 11 issue we read the following: 

Hungarian athletes had a successful Olympics at Melbourne. They 
won 9 gold, 10 silver, and 7 bronze medals. Many foreign radio 
stations did not report this success. They speculated that part of the 
Hungarian Olympic Team is not going to return home. 
Unfortunately the athletes heard about the events that interrupted 
the normal life of their country. And being far away from home, to 
hear the news was terrifying. According to the foreign news 
agencies there were several athletes who did not book tickets for 



the return flight. In these days, one has to understand the context 
for decisions made. We have to respect the sportsmen's decision 
taking into consideration that they cannot rely on the up-to-date 
information and, perhaps, they did not make the decision with a 
calm mind. I am sure... that after a while they would come to 
understanding the mistake they made and they would return.21 

And, in the same periodical's December 16 issue, the reporter 
continued: 

Unfortunately we do not return home with the same team of 
people as we had come to Melbourne. As a result of the political 
events in Hungary our sportsmen became the focal point of all the 
news and political interest here in Melbourne. Forty-five 
sportsmen decided to remain in Melbourne and there is huge 
question mark as to whether they would like to return home at 
all....22 

In 1963 Hungary's regime proclaimed an official amnesty and brought 
to an end the period of reprisals that had followed the Revolution. The tragic 
events of 1956, including the participants' actions, started to be looked upon 
in a little less sinister light. The government began to take the view that not all 
the people who left the country in 1956 had committed crime. In the years 
following Hungary, from a country that previously had been seen by Western 
media as one of "anarchy and terror," turned into "the happiest barrack of the 
Socialist camp" in the eyes of the World. These changes in time led to a 
change in the Hungarian regime's official discourse regarding the 1956 events 
— including the 1956 Melbourne Olympics. Books published on Hungarian 
and Olympic sport history started to mention the Melbourne Olympic Games. 
The language remained strident but the event, at least, was no longer ignored. 
Writing in 1964, sport historian Sandor Bares pointed out: 

Today we... judge the fact that some of the sportsmen left the 
country with much more tolerance than we did in 1957. [In regard 
to] the events in Melbourne we have to argue that the decision to 
participate in the Olympics was a good one. The idea, however, to 
participate with a lot of athletes with no real chance to win, was 
not good. That part of the Hungarian team did not have any chance 
to win or get good results, just worked against the discipline and 
the Olympic spirit of the others. And judging the athletes' decision 
is unfair from another perspective as well. It is a well-known fact 
that in Melbourne there were many Australian-Hungarians around 



the team. They simply wanted to hear and speak Hungarian and 
enjoy the companionship of the Hungarian athletes. But there were 
a lot of Hungarian emigrants from other countries, the so called 
"hawks", who came to Melbourne with the sole purpose of luring 
Hungarian athletes to remain [abroad]....23 

During the late 1960s and throughout the 1970s Hungary's state-
owned publishing companies started to understand the growing relevance of 
sport as part of entertainment. The increasing number of international 
competitions, combined with the widespread use of TV broadcasting of those 
events, brought sport into each family's living room. Publishers discovered a 
niche market by producing nicely illustrated books on such topics as "The 
History of Hungarian Olympic Gold Medals," "The History of Hungarian 
Olympians," "The History of Olympic Games" etc. We may ask what was 
written about the Melbourne Olympic Games in these books? These 
publications no longer ignored the event per se. They included congenial 
photographs of the Hungarian athletes — only those who returned to Hungary 
of course — as well as pleasant stories and anecdotes about the athletes' 
successes. This gave the producers of these books an opportunity to share 
their pride and success with the audience, while quietly ignoring many of the 
real events of the games — as well as the political turmoil that was associated 
with them. 

The 1980s witnessed new attention paid in Hungary to the revolu-
tionary events of 1956 and, as a result, a further change in the official attitude 
towards the Melbourne Olympics. After 1985 some athletes — and, most 
importantly, the famous members of the "Golden" soccer team — came to 
Hungary for visits. Hungarians knew very well that some of these athletes — 
Ferenc Puskas, Sandor Kocsis, and Nandor Hidegkuti among others — had 
had brilliant careers abroad, in Spain, Portugal, and South-America. 
Hungarians — both the fans and the media — welcomed them warmly. They 
immediately became celebrities again. The media was excited about 
interviewing them on TV and radio, and even politicians competed for being 
seen with them in public. They were really and honestly welcomed by 
everyone: they were the real Hungarian "sports heroes." 

In 1989 Puskas was invited to the conference "New Directions in 
Teaching Physical Education in Hungary," which was held at the University 
of Physical Education in Budapest in October of that year. At this conference 
Csaba Istvanffy, the Rector of the University, presented a paper on "Olympi-
sm and Its Role in Curriculum Development at Hungarian Universities." In 
this paper he argued the following: 



[This] subject is covered [at our institution] during the first and the 
second semester in 84 lessons. At the end of this the students have 
to sit for an oral examination. In our opinion, however, the present 
number of lessons... is inadequate. The memory of the Hungarian 
Olympic champions, the Olympic events and the Hungarian 
Olympic Movement in general, have to get back their real and 
honest place among the subjects covered. At last, we have to 
separate ideology from the subject of the Olympics."4 

At the same conference Puskas argued that he did not leave the 
country in 1956 because of any political reason, rather because he wanted to 
play soccer and "live the good life that I used to live between 1951-1956." He 
claimed that in 1956 he could not see the possibility of doing that any more in 
Hungary, and he decided to defect.25 Being international stars at the time, it 
was not hard for him and his team-mates to get contracts immediately 
anywhere in the world. This explanation was understandable and easy to 
digest for Hungarians living in the harsh realities of the 1980s when the 
country faced deadlines from international credit agencies (such as the World 
Bank and IMF) to pay back the loans it had received in previous years. It was 
the time when the age of "Goulash-communism" had has just ended and the 
people's attention had switched from politics to economics. 

Conclusions 

This paper surveyed the primary and secondary sources dealing with the 
subject of Hungary and the 1956 Melbourne Olympics. It tried to show how 
Hungarian sport historians interpreted the events surrounding these games. 
Interestingly enough during the half-century since, Hungarian historiography 
never deal with the subject thoroughly and in detail. Although it is a fact that 
in 1956 there was an Olympiad hosted by Melbourne where Hungary became 
the fourth most successful country in winning medals, during the years that 
followed, these facts were totally ignored by Hungarian sport historians — in 
line with the political discourse prevalent in Communist Hungary at the time. 

In political discourse analysis a researcher examines the circum-
stances under which ideas, as articulated in the policy discourse, can serve as 
contributing factors to policy change, even in the absence of changes in 
institutions and interests. Political scientists distinguish between argu-
mentative discourses — being rhetorical and instrumental — that serve to 
reinforce an existing policy framework and transformative discourses — 
challenging and truth seeking — that seek to persuade various audiences of the 



need for significant policy change. In order to examine policy discourses in a 
systematic, empirical fashion, political scientists analyze the content of the 
policy frame for the issue in question: Who is constructing the discourse? 
What is the apparent purpose or action-imperative of the discourse? What are 
the specific elements at stake in the discourse?26 Based upon the answers to 
these questions political scientists Vandna Bhatia and William D. Coleman 
classify policy discourses into four types.27 

Rhetorical discourse is used to reinforce a dominant policy frame. 
The language accompanying this discourse is authoritative in-so-far as it 
validates the established beliefs and strengthens the authority structure. 
Theoretically speaking, this is what happened to 1956 Melbourne Olympic 
Games and the Hungarian athletes' participation in them between 1956 and 
1963. That is, the sport historians' discourse served to reinforce and 
institutionalize the dominant policy frame. The rhetorical discourse of the time 
ignored what could not be useful for its own goals — even such historical facts 
as the athletes' achievements. 

Instrumental discourse is employed to address small policy failures or 
inconsistencies within a dominant policy frame. The main purpose of this 
discourse is to justify and solidify the dominant frame by adjusting the rules to 
encourage further rule-guided behaviour. The Melbourne Olympics started to 
be mentioned by sport historians from the mid-1960s to the 1970s. Later, the 
event itself and the Hungarian team's performance began to be discussed and 
even analyzed as one of the "ordinary" Olympic Games. But even then 
detailed analyses or descriptive writings of the events surrounding the Games 
remained absent. Although there were a lot of debates in the 1960s and 1970s 
about the so-called problems and administrative failures connected with the 
Games, such as for example the circumstance that the Hungarian team left for 
Melbourne too early and that they would have been better off waiting until the 
turmoil in Budapest subsided — and so on. But on these "inconvenient topics" 
there was no systematic data presented, nor any analysis offered. Sport com-
mentators and historians writing in communist Hungary also failed to say 
anything on the lives of the athletes who had defected following the Olympic 
Games. 

Challenging discourse is directed outward, seeking to persuade 
diverse audiences both to think very differently about policy and to switch 
allegiances to those proposing new ideas. Challenging discourse may rely on 
appeals to fear, anxiety or insecurity to elicit desired responses, or they can be 
reasoned, where the main objective is persuasion-using facts. Weather 
invoking fear or reason, facts are relied upon to make the argument 
compelling. After the rehabilitation process in Hungary had started in the 



1980s, a lot of sportsmen returned to the country. Some members of the 
"Golden Team" became heroes for the second time. On the contrary, the 
Melbourne Olympics and Olympians did not get much attention from sport 
historians. We cannot find a growing number of contemporary academic 
works trying to answer the questions that authors in previous periods had so 
frequently asked about alleged administrative, coaching, and organizational 
mistakes; and there were no initiatives to collect the reminiscences of athletes 
and officials of the Melbourne Olympics so that the coming generations could 
understand better the past. 

Truth seeking discourses challenge the moral appropriateness and 
authority of society's underlying norms and beliefs, and seek to develop 
consensus around a new set of broad, normative parameters for policy 
making. Here actors try to convince each other to change their casual or 
principled beliefs in order to reach a reasoned consensus about the validity 
claims. Since 1989 the Olympic Movement and the history of the Hungarian 
Olympic Movement have become cornerstones in sport studies departments 
all around the country. We can only hope that, with the growing international 
influence and importance of the IOC and the growing media coverage of the 
Olympic Games, more and more attention will be paid to the true history of 
earlier Games and the sport heroes of our past. Hopefully, this will lead to an 
effort to fill the missing knowledge in Hungarian sport history about the 1956 
Melbourne Olympics and the Hungarian athletes' participation in it. 

This paper tried to survey the 1956 Melbourne Olympics, the 
surrounding economic and political issues, from a Hungarian perspective. It 
also strove to focus some attention on how the historical circumstances of one 
particular event, namely the 1956 Olympic Games, had been interpreted 
through different political periods by Hungarian sport experts and sport 
historians. In describing the events of these Games, the commentators of the 
Kadar era in Hungary followed thoroughly the official political discourses — 
even if that meant ignoring much of the Games' story. 

We should also realize the fact that even today the 1956 Melbourne 
Olympics are not receiving as much attention by researchers, academics and 
analysts, as do other Olympic Games. This is a painful circumstance 
especially in view of the tragic but heroic events that enveloped Hungary's 
athletes and officials before and during the Games — as well as afterward. 
Nevertheless we must keep hoping that this painful episode of Hungarian 
sport history will someday get an honourable place in the collective memory 
of the Hungarian nation. 
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